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About this Report

In April, Socialsuite  launched a free COVID-19 impact monitoring technology for any organization to rapidly listen, 
understand and act to help their people during the COVID-19 crisis.

Importantly, every user can immediately learn what is working for other similar organizations, and then share their 
results compared to global trends to gain actionable insights.

Our vision is that organizations around the world will use this free tool to learn from each other.

This is the first impact report based on 417 organizations who have participated in our initiative since we 
launched two weeks ago. 

This is an encouraging early uptake, but the more organizations that participate in this initiative, the more learnings 
and deeper insights they will be able to gain. 

We hope you get valuable insights from the data in this report. 
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How it works: Collecting the data  

● Organizations register for free access to a secure portal

● Send the survey link to your people - staff, beneficiaries, 
affiliates

● Follow-up surveys will be sent automatically
○ Baseline 
○ Weekly for 2 months
○ Monthly thereafter 

● Survey respondents can opt out at any time 

● 5 - 8 minutes completion time

● Monitor your organization’s results through your own private 
dashboards, or view global trends through a global 
aggregated dashboard
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How it works: Dashboards at a local and global level
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How you can help

Hundreds of organizations are already collecting data and gaining 
insights. The more organizations that use this tool, the more useful the 
data becomes. 

● Share the registration link with organizations you know 
https://socialsuitehq.com/covid-19-assessment/

● Share this report with those who may be interested, who can 
supplement their research using our global trend data
 

● Register your own organization and see what is helping others 
get through the pandemic

https://socialsuitehq.com/covid-19-assessment/
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Impact Insights
April 2020
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Since launch, we’ve had the following participation rates
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The survey focused on measuring six key domains 

● Resilience - Measures stress levels, what support do people require during this time, are people still 
volunteering or helping others despite the obstacles they themselves are going through? 

● Loneliness and Social Isolation - Measures people’s sentiments towards social isolation and challenges 
they may face

● Anxiety and Fear around Mortality - Measures people’s sentiments towards contracting the virus, fear of 
death, and whether they have access to accurate and factual information

● Employment and Income - Measures people’s sentiments towards their  job security, confidence in 
gaining future employment, how day-to-day living has been impacted 

● Access to Basic Needs and Services - Measures people’s perceptions around their need to stockpile, do 
they worry that their access to services and essentials will stop

● Sense of Community and Safety - Measures people’s perceptions around social cohesiveness, whether 
they still feel safe in their communities, and if they feel vulnerable members in their communities are 
being supported 
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Resilience: How stressed are people? 

● 18 - 24 year olds are more likely to 
have a stress rating of 7 or more, 
followed by 55 - 64 year olds

● 35 - 54 year olds are less likely to 
have a stress rating of 7 or more 

Number of responses = 477

● Many respondents cited that they were 
stressed about the uncertainty of the 
pandemic - when will the lockdown be over?

● Stress responses were also cited around 
potential job loss, or lack of confidence in 
securing future employment 

● Some respondents were stressed about their 
extended family members or vulnerable 
community members not coping during the 
lockdown 

● Many cited boredom, frustration due to loss of 
routine and “freedom”, and inability to 
interact with social networks as causing a 
mental strain
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Resilience: Keeping active was very important to most respondents 

Top 3 Activities Providing Relief to People: 

● Exercising and keeping active 
○ Walking = most frequently reported exercise type 
○ Walking in nature
○ Walking dogs
○ Yoga

● Keeping virtual contact with family and friends 
○ Checking in via Whatsapp, Instagram and Facebook
○ Regular video calls   

● Keeping busy with work 
○ Having regular virtual meetings with colleagues
○ Keeping a sense of routine

*Note: There could be multiple responses for an 
individual respondent.

Number of responses* = 555
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Resilience: Soundbites

“Relishing the opportunity to spend time with immediate family at home, an 
hour-long walk with partner each day.”

“I am maintaining my health and fitness by eating well and exercising daily. 
Cooking and preparing healthy meals and snacks”

“I am spending time focussing on my self-care plan, completing activities that I 
know help my mental health. Have also been spending time cooking nutritious 

meals to look after my health.” 
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Resilience: Most respondents said they did not need any help

Top Areas People Asking for Support In: 

● No support needed 

● Financial Support 
○ Due to loss of income or loss of job or partner losing 

their job
○ Assistance with paying for essential bills and services
○ E.g., rent, electricity, internet   

● Having someone who they can speak to 
○ Emotional support from family and friends
○ Someone to talk to due to boredom 
○ Sounding board for frustration 

● Support from Employer
○ Mostly around retention of job and hours 
○ Regular check-ins if working remotely 

Number of responses* = 326

*Note: There could be multiple responses for an 
individual respondent.
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Loneliness & Social Isolation: Most respondents were missing 
their friends

Top 3 concerns about being socially isolated:

● Loss of connection with social network 
● Mental health concerns
● Financial strain  

● Many respondents cited that they missed 
physical contact with friends and extended 
family members

● There was concern as to when people 
would be able to see their friends again. Will 
this be the new normal of socialising? 

● Many people cited boredom as a primary 
concern, as well as frustrations due to being 
cooped up

● Anxiety and Depression were the most 
frequently cited mental health concerns
 

● People were also worried about financial 
strain as a result of job loss 

Number of responses = 442

Number of responses = 446
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Loneliness & Social Isolation:  Soundbites

“There is a real mental health impact on community as this isolation continues with 
no social interaction”

“Will I ever get to hug my grandchildren again”

“My mental state, sometimes I feel like I am losing my mind just sitting indoors with 
the same routine everyday

“What if this never ends and I never see my friends again?”

“I worry a bit about how it will all end, what our lives will be like this time next year”

“Due to the restrictions on travel and what we are allowed to do I have been at home 
a lot. I have hardly spoken to anybody face to face in the last three weeks. I would 

usually have visitors once or twice a week and would visit others about the same, all 
that has stopped. Also by staying at home all the casual interactions with people 

has stopped.”
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Anxiety and Fear around Mortality: More than half of respondents 
were worried about getting infected

● Just over half of respondents were 
worried about being infected, with some 
citing that they were worried of 
spreading the virus to their family 
members

● Respondents were generally worried 
about their elderly parents not coping, or 
if they had relatives who had pre-existing 
conditions

● Majority of respondents had access to 
accurate information about when to get 
tested or when to self-quarantine 

Number of responses = 449

Number of responses = 446

Number of responses = 448

Number of responses = 446
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Only a minority of respondents did not have access to reliable 
information about COVID-19

Number of responses = 448 Number of responses = 446

Number of responses = 570 
(multiple responses allowed per 
respondent)

Number of responses = 569 
(multiple responses allowed per 
respondent)
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Employment and Income: Spending habits have changed since 
COVID-19

● Many respondents have reportedly 
changed their spending habits and 
are only spending on essential 
items

● There was general worry about 
potential job loss, or limited future 
employment opportunities 

● Concerns around inability to pay for 
essential services like electricity 
and internet were frequently cited 

●  A few parents mentioned that 
because their children were 
homeschooling, they needed better 
internet access but were worried 
about affordability

Number of responses = 443

Number of responses = 450

Number of responses = 445
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Employment and Income: Soundbites

“Luckily for me I still have a job, but my daughter has found it incredibly difficult to obtain full time 
employment. It is more directly impacting my children and their future at this point in time.”

“Having to buy more groceries at a time in order to stay home and flatten the curve (we used to 
buy daily/weekly groceries so this is a financial strain), groceries increasing in price, the 

uncertainty of being able to afford school fees and other necessary overheads such as medical 
aid.”

“Partner has lost his role/stepped aside for now, My hours are reduced as well. Therefore a large 
impact on the household.”

“I feel my life is on hold, I can't provide for my family since I'm self employed. My business is on 
hold,not knowing the outcome.We all hope that things will get better.”

“Total loss of income; not eligible for government assistance - living off saving. The gift of time - to 
think, to plan, to sort through information, to re do the web page and to have meaningful 

conversations with friends”
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Access to Basic Needs & Services: Only a few were worried that 
they would run out of essential supplies  

● Respondents tended to be more 
worried about access to medical 
care and services rather than 
household supplies 

● Some respondents have cited that 
they are helping other vulnerable 
members of their communities with 
delivery of essential supplies

“When going to the shop, I offer to help 2 neighbours with their shopping needs”

“I do grocery shopping for elderly and vulnerable family members when I can”

“I’m just doing domestic things for my elderly mother, and dropping off little food treats to 
my neighbour who is a nurse”

Number of responses = 449

Number of responses = 448
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Sense of Community & Safety: People have felt negative impacts 
on their community 

● Almost 90% of responses cited wanting 
to continue supporting their local 
businesses 

● Some respondents cited that they were 
sad to see their local cafes or 
restaurants having to shut 

● Sentiments tended to revolve around 
lack of opportunities to socialize. Most 
respondents were frustrated that they 
had to stay indoors, and missed doing 
“the little things” like buying a coffee or 
having a chat with locals at the shops 

Number of responses = 447

Number of responses = 446

Number of responses = 446
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What’s Next? 

● Changes over time  
○ Provide insights on how people’s sentiments across the 6 

domains are changing, as we start to collect more responses 
to the weekly surveys 

● Geographical differences 
○ Provide insights on how responses differ geographically, as we 

start to collect more responses from countries other than 
Australia 

● Closing the feedback loop 
○ Boost survey participation and engagement rates (currently 

approx. 68% for Baseline surveys) 
○ Maintain high engagement rates for weekly follow-up surveys
○ Share findings with survey respondents on a regular basis 
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About the author of this report

 

Dr Clara Ong
Socialsuite Co-Founder &
Head of Impact

Clara graduated with a PhD in Psychology from the University of 
Western Australia. She spent several years working with large 
resource companies to implement and deliver socio-economic 
impact assessment studies, helping these companies understand 
how their operations have impacted local and regional communities. 
Clara has a passion for designing qualitative and quantitative 
research methodology for the purpose of stakeholder consultation, 
particularly with Indigenous and remote communities. With a career 
in impact measurement methodology, design and technology 
spanning more than a decade, Clara co-founded Socialsuite to help 
organizations use technology to measure and monitor their impact 
on people, 
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About Socialsuite 

Socialsuite produces technology that helps a diverse range of organizations monitor their impact on people. It is a global 
leader in impact-management software.

Socialsuite’s simple, easy to use technology rigorously measures the potency of social investment programs to greatly 
enhance accountability reporting.

Its automated data-collection, analysis and reporting tools provide accurate and timely insights for organizations that need to 
monitor and understand the impact of their initiatives.

Socialsuite’s one-click access to interactive, tailored and dynamic reports help governments, corporate and philanthropic 
investors determine the best use of their capital. Its data collection and analysis tools help companies and NGOs understand 
if their actions are meeting objectives.

And for consultants and analysts, the Socialsuite platform provides a worldwide audience for their own impact measurement 
metrics, opening the door to ‘big data’ analysis and global benchmarking.

Socialsuite is a fast-growing global company based in Melbourne, Australia. It has clients across Asia Pacific, Americas and 
Europe. They include financial institutions, large companies, government agencies, philanthropic foundations, not-for-profits 
and NGOs that want to monitor and fully understand how they impact people.
 Find out more at socialsuitehq.com. 
 

http://socialsuitehq.com

